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Ol’shanski@$ spaces for semisimple groups are special cases of ordered symmetric
spaces. The theory of spherical functions on semisimple Ol’shanski@$ spaces is extended
to general Ol’shanski@$ spaces. The detailed structure theory for Lie algebras with
invariant cones is used to generalize geometric results for Ol’shanski@$ spaces.
Spherical functions are then defined via a set of integral equations using a Volterra
algebra that consists of G-invariant kernels satisfying a causality condition. It is
shown that the resulting integral spherical formulas suffice to build a spherical
Laplace transform and an inversion formula for this transform.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
Let GC be a complex Lie group with Lie algebra gC , g a real form of
gC , and G the analytic subgroup of GC corresponding to g. Then
M=G"GC is a symmetric space. Ol’shanski@$ observed in [Ols82] that if
G is a simple hermitian Lie group one has GC-invariant partial orders 
on M and described the fundamental geometric properties of the resulting
ordered symmetric space. As it turns out the only essential property of simple
hermitian groups needed in the construction of the ordering is the existence
of a closed convex Ad(G)-invariant cone W in g which is generating but
contains no lines. Using a result of Lawson (cf. [HiNe93, Th. 7.34]), one
can show that then SW=G exp(iW) is always a closed subsemigroup of G C
and one can obtain a GC -invariant order on M via
GxGy if y # SW x.
The space M together with such an ordering is referred to as an
Ol’shanski@$ space.
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Ol’shanski@$ spaces for semisimple groups are special cases of ordered
symmetric spaces as they were considered in the paper [FHO94] which
gives a theory of spherical functions on these spaces. In the case of semi-
simple Ol’shanski@$ spaces this theory is particularly well developed since,
due to the work of Delorme [De91] one has explicit formulas for the
spherical functions and the corresponding c-functions. These explicit
formulas make it possible to explicitly invert the spherical Laplace trans-
form. In the present paper we extend these results to general Ol’shanski@$
spaces. In order to do this one first has to generalize various geometric
results from the semisimple to the general case. This is possible since there
is a detailed structure theory for Lie algebras with invariant cones available
(cf. [HHL89], [HiNe93], [Ne94a]). The presence of a radical creates new
problems when one wants to use integral formulas in the definition and
study of spherical functions since certain compactness properties valid in
the semisimple case no longer hold. On the other hand the rich structure
theory allows one to calculate the relevant integrals explicitly. A trick
we use here is to write various integrals with Gaussian kernels as matrix
coefficients for a suitable metaplectic representation. This touches on a
deeper connection of the theory of spherical functions on Ol’shanski@$
spaces with the theory of unitarizable highest weight representations for
non-reductive groups as developed in [Ne94c], [Ne95a, b]. This relation
will be treated in detail in [HiNe95].
The paper consists of two sections. Section II contains the main results
whereas Section I deals with preliminary material mostly on the structure
theory and geometry of Ol’shanski@$ spaces. More precisely we have
I. Geometry of Ol’shanski@$ spaces
I.1. Lie algebras with compactly embedded Cartan subalgebras
I.2. Lie algebras admitting invariant cones
I.3. Compressions, semigroups, and cones
I.4. Fock spaces and metaplectic representations
I.5. Integration formulas
II. Spherical functions on Ol’shanski@$ spaces
II.1. Volterra kernels
II.2. Spherical functions
II.3. The spherical Laplace transform
II.4. Inversion formulas
We describe our main results in a little more detail: The spherical
functions of this paper are continuous functions on the positive domain
M+ :=[x # M : xG]. They are defined via a set of integral equations
which reflect the fact that integrating against spherical functions is a
character of a suitable twisted convolution algebra called the Volterra
algebra. More precisely, if x0=G # G"GC and t is a compactly embedded
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Cartan subalgebra of g (i.e. ead t is relatively compact), then T :=exp t is a
closed subgroup of G and GT carries an invariant measure +GT . The
defining set of integral equations then is
.(x0 .a) .(x0 .b)=|
GT
.(x0 .agb) d+GT (gT ) (0.1)
for a, b # SA :=S & A, where A :=exp a :=exp it (cf. Section II.2). It turns
out that such spherical functions can be constructed via integrals over
Iwasawa like projections. To make this statement precise we consider the
root spaces g:C for the roots of the pair (gC , tC ) and set n=: # 2+ g
:
C for
a suitable set 2+ of positive roots. Then N=exp n is a closed nilpotent
subgroup of GC and the group multiplication induces an Iwasawa like
decomposition G_A_N  GAN of the open domain GANGC . The
projection aG : GAN  A then gives rise to spherical functions via
.*(x0 .s)=|
GT
aG(sg)*&\ d+GT (gT ), (0.2)
where * # t*+EL for a certain open convex domain EL a* and \ the
halfsum of positive roots counted with multiplicities. The domain EL can
be determined explicitly in terms of the root system (Theorem II.2.15).
The Volterra algebra mentioned above consists of G-invariant kernels
satisfying a causality condition. Alternatively it is given by functions on SA .
The central problem addressed in the paper is to show that the integral
spherical functions constructed via (0.2) suffice to build a spherical Laplace
transform and an inversion formula for this transform. It can be solved in
a very explicit way. In the case of semisimple spaces this has been done in
[FHO94] and a crucial observation in this paper is that for general
Ol’shanski@$ spaces one can use a suitable decomposition U < L, where U is
the nilradical of G and L a reductive subgroup, to split all calculations into
a semisimple part for which one can (and does) use the results of
[FHO94] and a U-part that is accessible to very explicit calculations. So
for instance one can write .* as a product * .l* (Proposition II.2.5), where
.l* is the corresponding integral spherical function for L and * an explicit
function given in terms of the roots belonging to U. Similarly the c-function
cM (Definition II.2.13 and Theorem II.2.18) which describes the
asymptotic behaviour of the .* is the product of an L-part and a U-part
(Theorem II.2.9 and Proposition II.2.14). If one uses this information and
the explicit formulas in [FHO94] one finds the following formula for the
restriction of .* to x0 .SA (cf. Thm. II.2.18)
.+(x0 .a)=c }
w # Wk =(w) a
w .+
>: # 2+ (sinh (:, log a) )
m: (det C 8+u) >: # 2s+ |+(: )|
(0.3)
(see Section I for the necessary notation).
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For a compactly supported element K : SA  C of the Volterra algebra
the spherical Laplace transform is given by
L(K )(*)=|
SA
$(a) K (a) .*(x0 .a) d+A(a), (0.4)
where +A is a Haar measure on A and $(a) a volume factor associated to
a Cartan like decomposition of M+ given explicitly in terms of roots and
hyperbolic sines (Definition II.3.1 and Lemma I.5.1). The inversion formula
for the spherical Laplace transform is then given by
K (a)=|
a*
L(K)(i+) .&i+(a)
d+a*(+)
cM (i+) cM (&i+)
(0.5)
with a suitable Haar measure +a* on a* (cf. Theorem II.4.1). The bridge
between the spherical Laplace transform on M+ and the classical Laplace
transform on a is the Abel transform (cf. Def. II.3.8). It can also be inverted
explicitly (cf. Theorem II.4.2).
I. GEOMETRY OF OL’SHANSKII2 SPACES
I.1. Lie Algebras with Compactly Embedded Cartan Subalgebras
Let us call a subalgebra a of the Lie algebra g compactly embedded if the
closure of the group generated by ead a in Aut(g) is compact. Let t be a
compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra in the Lie algebra g. Then tC gC
is a Cartan subalgebra and we have a root system 2=2(gC , tC ) and a
root space decomposition
gC =tC  
: # 2
g:C ,
where g:C =[Y # gC : (\X # t C )[X, Y]=:(X)Y]. We denote the complex
dimension of g:C by m:=dim C (g
:
C ).
A positive system 2+ in 2 is a subset 2+=[: # 2 : :(X0)>0], where
X0 # it is such that no root vanishes on X0 . We fix a positive system 2+
and set
a :=it, and n := 
: # 2+
g:C .
Let X [ X denote complex conjugation on gC with respect to the real form
g. Then g:C=g
&:
C and therefore
n = 
: # &2+
g:C .
Let k$t denote a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra. Then a root
: is said to be compact if g:C k C . We write 2k for the set of compact roots
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and 2p :=2"2k for the set of non-compact roots. We say that g has cone
potential if [X: , X :]{0 holds for all non-zero elements X: # g:C . We can
write g=r < s=u < l, where r is the radical, s is a t-invariant Levi algebra,
u is the nilradical, and l is a reductive t-invariant subalgebra with [l, l]=s
([HiNe93, Prop. 7.3]). According to [HiNe94a, Lemma I.8], we may also
assume that t=z tl , where t l :=t & l and z=z(g). Similarly we have
k=kl z, where kl=k & l.
A root : is said to be semisimple if g:C sC and solvable if g
:
C r C . We
write 2s and 2r for the set of semisimple and solvable roots. Solvable roots
are automatically non-compact, but semisimple roots may be either
compact or non-compact. We write 2p, s :=2p & 2s for the non-compact
semisimple roots and note that 2k 2s . Set
p\ := :
: # 2 p
\
g:C , p
\
s := :
: # 2 \p, s
g:C , p
\
r := :
: # 2r
\
g:C .
Similarly we set
nk := :
: # 2 k
+
g:C
and note that n k=: # 2 k& g
:
C .
We write \, \r , \s , \p , and \k , respectively, for the half sum of the roots
in 2+, 2+r , 2
+
s , 2
+
p , and 2
+
k counted with real multiplicity.
Let Wk denote the Weyl group of the pair (k, t). A positive system 2+ is
said to be k-adapted if it is invariant under Wk . In this case we have
(2k+2+p ) & 22
+
p
(cf. [Ne94d, Lemma II.4, Prop. II.5]). Moreover \p vanishes on t & [k, k]
since it is invariant under Wk .
For any convex cone C we denote its algebraic interior, i.e., the interior
in its linear span, by C0 and the largest vector subspace C & (&C) by
H(C). Moreover, for any subset Z of a real vector space we denote by
conv(Z) the closed hull of Z and by cone(Z) the closed convex cone
generated by Z. Associated to a positive system 2+ are several cones
Cmax :=(i2+p )
C ,
Cmin=cone[i[X : , X:]: X: # g:C , : # 2
+
p ],
and
Cmin, r :=cone[i[X : , X:]: X: # g:C , : # 2
+
r ],
Cmin, s :=cone[i[X : , X:]: X: # g:C , : # 2
+
p, s].
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In the following GC denotes a complex simply connected Lie group with
L(G)=gC . Then
G :=exp g=G_C =[g # GC : _(t)= g],
where _ denotes complex conjugation on GC (cf. [Lo69, p. 171]). We set
A :=exp a, T=exp t, N :=exp n, N :=exp n , Nk=exp nk , N k=exp n k .
Moreover we let K, KC , Kl , (Kl) C , Z, ZC be the analytic subgroups of G C
with Lie algebras k, kC , kl , (kl) C , z, zC . Note here that Z=Z(G)0 .
Proposition I.1.1. The following assertions hold:
(i) a and n are subalgebras of g such that gC =gan is a direct
vector space sum.
(ii) The group AN is closed, simply connected, and Z(AN)=
exp(iZ(g)).
(iii) The mapping G_A_N  GC (g, a, n) [ gan is a diffeomorphism
onto the open subset GAN of GC .
Proof. This is Proposition 3.1 in [HiNe94a]. K
We call the decomposition of GAN the generalized Iwasawa decomposition.
In view of Proposition I.1.1, we have analytic mappings
gG : GAN  G, gan [ g, aG : GAN  A, gan [ a,
and
nG : GAN  N, gan [ n.
Lemma I.1.2. aG(gs)=aG(s) and aG(stan)=aaG(s) for s # GAN, g # G,
t # T, a # A, and n # N.
Proof. Write s= g1a1n1 . Then aG(gs)=aG(gg1a1n1)=a1 and, since
Ad(T ) .n=n, we also have
aG(stan)=aG(g1a1 n1 tan)=aG(g1 taa1(a&1t&1n1 ta) n)=aa1 . K
Let G=U < L denote the semidirect decomposition of G corresponding
to g=u < l. Thus U is the nilradical and L is reductive. Accordingly we
have a decomposition of the complexification GC =UC < LC . Note that the
group U is simply connected but that L need not be simply connected. On
A this decomposition induces a factorization A=Au _Al , where Au is
central in GC . If 2+ is k-adapted and g has cone potential, then the proof
of [Ne95b, Prop. V.3] shows that for each factor we have generalized
Iwasawa decompositions
UC =UAuNu and LC $LAlNl
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with N$Nu < Nl=P+r < P
+
s Nk . It follows in particular that GAN=
UCLAl Nl ([Ne95b, Prop. V.3]) and that each element s # GAN
decomposes uniquely as s=susl with su # UC and sl # LAlNl .
Writing each element a # A as a=au al with au # Au and al # Al , we
obtain two functions
aG, u : GAN  Au , and aG, l : GAN  Al .
Lemma I.1.3. Let u # U and s=su sl # GAN. Then
aG(sl)=aG, l (sl)=aG, l (s)=aG, l (su). (I.1.1)
Proof. We write s=susl with sl # LAlNl and sl=l1 a1 n1 . Then
aG, l (s)=aG, l (sul1a1n1)=aG, l (su l1) a1=aG, l (l &11 su l1) a1
and since UC UAuNu , we have aG(U C )Au , hence, in particular,
aG, l (l &11 su l1)=1. This shows that aG, l (s)=aG, l (sl) and from that and
(su) l=sl we conclude that (I.1.1) holds. K
I.2. Lie Algebras Admitting Invariant Cones
A Lie algebra g is called admissible if gR contains a pointed generating
invariant cone. Then g contains a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra
tg and there exists a k-adapted positive system of roots 2+ (cf. [Ne93,
Prop. III.15]).
From now on we assume that g is admissible, so that we have the
structure theory from Section I.1 available. The admissibility puts
additional restrictions on the structure as is described in [Ne94a, Sect. V].
We refer to this source for the following remarks.
Let V=(p+r +p
&
r ) & g. Then u=V+z(g), L acts on V and V carries an
L-invariant skew-symmetric bilinear map 8 : V_V  z(g), (v, w) [ [v, w].
The action of kl on V is by semisimple linear maps with purely imaginary
spectrum. The bracket on g=V+z(g)+l is given by
[(v, z, X), (v$, z$, X$)]=(X .v$&X$ .v, 8(v, v$), [X, X$]). (I.2.1)
It is clear that the complexification gC of g is given by VC _zC _l C with
the bracket given by (I.2.1). The corresponding simply connected complex
group GC is VC _z C _LC , but equipped with the product
(v, z, l )(v$, z$, l $)=(v+l .v$, z+z$+ 12 8(v, l .v$), ll $). (I.2.2)
In particular the unit element 1 # GC is (0, 0, 1) and inversion is given by
(v, z, l )&1=(&l&1.v, &z, l&1). (I.2.3)
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As an easy verification shows, the exponential function exp: gC  GC is
given by
exp(v, z, X)=\e
ad X&1
ad X
.v, z+
1
2
8 \e
&ad X&(1&ad X)
(ad X)2
.v, v+ , exp X+
=\e
ad X&1
ad X
.v, z+
1
2
8 \ad X&sinh (ad X)(ad X)2 .v, v+ , exp X+ .
(I.2.4)
We write v=v++v& for v # VC =p+r +p
&
r according to the latter
decomposition.
Lemma I.2.1. Let p+r # P
+
r , p
&
r # P
&
r and p
&
s # P
&
s . Then
(i) p+s p
&
s ( p
+
r )
&1 # p&s P
&
r ZC .
(ii) p+r p
&
r # p
&
r p
+
r Z C .
Proof. (i) According to [Ne94a, Cor. VI.2], we have [p+r , p
&
s ]p
&
r
and p\ is abelian. Further we know that [p+r , p
&
r ]zC . Writing
p+r =exp X and p
&
s =exp Y, we find e
ad XY=Y+W+Z with W # p&r and
Z # z C . Thus we have
p+r p
&
s ( p
+
r )
&1=exp(Y+W+Z)=exp(Y) exp(W) exp(Z) # p&s P
&
r ZC .
(ii) This follows from the fact that ZC contains the commutator
subgroup of UC . K
Theorem I.2.2. We have
(i) gC =p+  kC p&, p+=p&, [k C , p\]p\.
(ii) P+_KC _P&  GC defined by ( p+, k, p&) [ p+kp& is a
biholomorphic diffeomorphism onto its open image.
(iii) GP+KCP&, G & KCP&=K.
Proof. (cf. [Ne95b, Prop. V.3]) (i) follows from the definitions since
2+ is assumed to be k-adapted.
(ii) Since the commutator subgroup of UC is contained in ZC , we
have the semidirect product decomposition UC $(P&r _ZC ) _ P+r . Hence
we have holomorphic maps
UC =P+r ZCP
&
r  P
+
r _Z C _P
&
r , u [ (‘u(u), }u(u), ‘$u(u))
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with u=‘u(u) }u(u) ‘$(u) and
LC $P+s (Kl)C P&s  P+s _(Kl) C_P&s , l [ (‘l (l ), }l (l ), ‘$l (l ))
with l=‘l (l) }l (l ) ‘$l (l ). Now suppose that lu # LCUC can be written as
lu= p+r p
+
s zkl p
&
r p
&
s
with p\r # P
\
r , p
\
s # P
\
s , z # ZC , kl # (Kl) C . Set p~
+
r :=k
&1
l p
+
r kl and note
that by Lemma I.2.1.
p~ +r p
&
s ( p~
+
r )
&1= p&s p~
&
r z~ ,
where p~ &r # P
&
r and z~ # ZC . Then we calculate
lu= p+r p
+
s zkl p
&
r p
&
s = p
+
s kl p~
+
r p
&
s zp
&
r
=p+s kl p
&
s p~
&
r z~ p~
+
r zp
&
r =( p
+
s kl p
&
s )( p~
&
r p~
+
r z~ zp
&
r ).
Therefore we find
p+s =‘l (l ), kl=}l (l ), p
&
s =‘$l (l )
and
u= p~ &r p~
+
r z~ zp
&
r = p~
+
r p~
&
r z$z~ zp
&
r = p~
+
r z$z~ zp~
&
r p
&
r
with z$=( p~ &r )
&1 ( p~ +r )
&1 p~ &r p~
+
r # ZC . But then
p~ +r =‘u(u), z$z~ z=}u(u), p~
&
r p
&
r =‘$u(u) (I.2.5)
and hence
‘$l (l )&1 ‘u(u) ‘$l (l ) ‘u(u)&1=z~ p~ &r # ZCP
&
r
which determines z~ and p~ &r via holomorphic functions in l and u. Now we
obtain z$ and p&r as holomorphic functions of l and u and finally also z. To
summarize, we have found a holomorphic map
P+KC P&  P+_KC _P&, g [ (‘(g), }(g), ‘$(g))
with g=‘(g) }(g) ‘$(g). Moreover, the preceding calculations show that
‘(lu)=‘l (l ) }l (l ) ‘u(u) }l (l )&1. (I.2.6)
Now the claim follows in view of the fact that all the involved maps are
open.
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(iii) Note first that P+KCP&=UC P+s (Kl) C P
&
s (cf. [Ne95b,
Prop. V.3]) so that G=ULP+KCP& and
G & KCP&=UL & ZC P&r (Kl) C P
&
s =(U & ZC P
&
r )(L & (Kl) C P
&
s )
=ZKl=K
implies (iii). K
We note that in the terminology of [HNO3 95, Def. I.5], Theorem I.2.2
shows that G is a group of Harish-Chandra type (cf. also [Sa80, p. 118]).
In the following we write g* :=_(g)&1 and g =_(g) for g # GC , where _
denotes complex conjugation.
Corollary I.2.3. Using the notation from Theorem I.2.2, we have
(i) ‘|UC =‘u , }|UC =}u , ‘$|UC =‘$u .
(ii) ‘|P s+ (Kl )C P s&=‘l , }|P s+ (Kl)C P s&=}l , ‘$| P s+ (Kl )C P s&=‘$l .
(iii) ‘ : UC  P+r is a holomorphic group homomorphism.
(iv) ‘(g&1)=‘$ (g)* and }(g&1)=}(g)*.
(v) For g # P+KCP& and u # UC we have
‘(gu)=‘(g)(}(g) ‘(u) }(g)&1), }(gu) # }(g) ZC , and ‘$(gu) # ‘$(g) P&r .
Proof. (i) and (ii) are trivial and (iii) follows from the fact that
UC$(P&r ZC ) < P
+
r is a semidirect product decomposition because the
commutator subgroup is contained in ZC .
(iv) This follows from
‘(g&1) }(g&1) ‘$(g&1)= g&1= g*=‘$(g)* }(g)* ‘(g)*.
(v) As we have seen in the proof of Theorem I.2.2, we can write g
as g=lu0 , where l # P+s (Ks) C P
&
s and u0 # U C . Then
}(gu)=}(lu0u) # }(l ) Z C .
This, (I.2.6), and (iii) now imply that
‘(gu)=‘(lu0 u)=‘(l ) }(l ) ‘(u0 u) }(l )&1=‘(l ) }(l ) ‘(u0) ‘(u) }(l )&1
=‘(l) }(l ) ‘(u0) }(l )&1)(}(l ) ‘(u) }(l )&1)=‘(lu0)(}(l ) ‘(u) }(l )&1)
=‘(g)(}(g) ‘(u) }(g)&1).
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The last assertion follows from
‘$(gu)=‘(u&1g&1)*=‘(g&1gu&1g&1)* # (‘(g&1) P+r )*=P
&
g ‘(g
&1)*
=‘(g&1)* P&r =‘$(g) P
&
r . K
Lemma I.2.4. Let g=lu # LU=G with u=(w+w , 0, 1) and w # p+r . We
write }(g)=}(l ) z(g) with z(g) # ZC (Corollary I.2.3). Then
z(g)=(0, 128(w , w)+
1
28(‘$(l) .w, w), 1).
Proof. Following the calculation in the proof of Theorem I.2.2, we let
z~ p~ &r :=‘$(l )
&1 ‘(u) ‘$(l ) ‘(u)&1, z~ # ZC , p~ &r # P
&
r
and
z$=( p~ &r )
&1 ‘(u)&1 p~ &r ‘(u)
=(‘$(l )&1 ‘(u) ‘$(l) ‘(u)&1)&1 ‘(u)&1 (‘$(l)&1 ‘(u) ‘$(l ) ‘(u)&1) ‘(u)
=(‘(u) ‘$(l )&1 ‘(u)&1 ‘$(l )) ‘(u)&1 ‘$(l )&1 ‘(u) ‘$(l ).
If we set
‘ (u) :=‘$(l )&1 ‘(u) ‘$(l ) # VC ,
we obtain
z$=‘(u) ‘ (u)&1 ‘(u)&1 ‘ (u) and z~ p~ &r =‘ (u) ‘(u)
&1.
But we have
‘(u)=(w, 0, 1), ‘ (u)=(‘$(l)&1 .w, 0, 1),
so we calculate
z~ p~ &r =(‘$(l )
&1.w, 0, 1)(&w, 0, 1)
=(0, &128(‘$(l )
&1 .w, w), 1)(‘$(l )&1 .w&w, 0, 1).
This means
z~ =(0, &128(‘$(l )
&1 .w, w), 1)=(0, &12 8(w, ‘$(l ) .w), 1)
=(0, 128(‘$(l) .w, w), 1)
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and allows us to calculate with v=‘$(l )&1.w
z$=(w, 0, 1)(&v, 0, 1)(&w, 0, 1)(v, 0, 1)
=(w&v, &128(w, v), 1)(v&w, &
1
2 8(w, v), 1)
=(0, &8(w, v)+ 128(w&v, v&w), 1)
=(0, 8(v, w), 1)=z~ &2.
Note that
}(u)=}(w+w , 0, 1)=(0, 12 8(w , w), 1)
and, in view of (I.2.5),
z(g)=}(u)(z$z~ )&1=}(u) z~ .
Thus we have
z(g)=(0, 128(w , w)+
1
28(‘$(l) .w, w), 1)
which implies the claim. K
Proposition I.2.5. Let D :=log(‘(G)), Dl :=log(‘(L)) and Du :=
log(‘(U)). Then Du=p+r and D=p
+
r +Dl .
Proof. Since we have the semidirect product decomposition UC $
(P+r _Z C ) < P
&
r , the group multiplication induces a diffeomorphism
P+r _ZC _P
&
r  U C . Therefore, according to (I.2.6), we have ‘(U)=
‘u(U)=p+r , ‘(L)=‘l (L) and ‘(LU)=‘(L) P
+
r . This implies the claim
since P+ is a vector group. K
Proposition I.2.6. Let g # G and write g=‘(g) }(g) ‘$(g).
(i) ‘(G)=‘(G)&1 and _(‘(G))=‘$(G).
(ii) aG(‘(g))=aG(}(g)*).
Proof. (i) To see D=&D, in view of D=p+r Dl , we may w.l.o.g.
assume that g is simple hermitian. In this case D is invariant under multi-
plication with eit for all t # R (cf. [Hel78, Cor. VIII.7.13]). Hence D=&D
follows for t=?. The remainder of (i) follows from Corollary I.2.3(v) and
D=&D.
(ii) Finally we observe that
‘(g)= g‘$(g)&1 }(g)&1 # g}(g)&1 P&
shows that ‘(g) # G}(g)* P+ which in turn implies the claim. K
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Proposition I.2.7. N & GAN=_(‘(G)) N k .
Proof. Note first that KC =KAN k=KNk A so that
‘(G) KC P&=GK CP&=GAN k P&=GAN
and hence
N & GAN =P+Nk & GAN =(P+ & ‘(G)) Nk=‘(G) Nk .
Now the claim follows by applying _. K
Lemma I.2.8. Let ‘(g)=nlnu # P+s P
+
r with g=lu, l # L and u=(w+w ,
0, 1) # U for some w # p+r . Then
aG(nlnu)=aG(nl)(0, 128(w , w)+i Im
1
2 8(‘$(l ) .w, w), 1).
Proof. Using Lemma I.2.4 and Proposition I.2.6(iii), we calculate
aG(nlnu)=aG(‘(g))=aG(}(g)*)=aG(}(l )* z(g)*)
=aG(}(l )*) aG(z(g)*)=aG(nl) aG(z(g))
=aG(nl) \0, 12 8(w , w)+
i
2
Im 8(‘$(l ) .w, w), 1+ .
This implies the claim. K
Lemma I.2.9. Let x, y # GAN such that xy # GAN. Then we have
(i) xgG( y) # GAN.
(ii) aG(xy)=aG(xgG( y)) aG( y).
Proof. We have xy # xgG( y) aG( y) NGaG(xgG( y)) aG( y) N and it
follows in particular that xgG( y) # xyaG( y)&1 NGAN. K
I.3. Compressions, Semigroups, and Cones
We keep the hypotheses and notations of the previous sections. In
general the set GANG is strictly larger than the set GAN, i.e., the set GAN
is not right invariant under G. An element a # A is said to be admissible if
aGGAN. We write Aadm for the set of admissible elements in A.
We will have to use a description of the sets log ag(aG) for a # Aadm.
Consider the compression semigroup
Scomp :=[g # GC : gGANGAN]=[g # C C : gGGAN]
and note that Aadm=Scomp & A so that Aadm is a semigroup.
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Proposition I.3.1. Let g be a Lie algebra with cone potential, tg a
compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra, and 2+2 a k-adapted positive
system such that the cone Cmin is pointed. Then
Aadm=exp(2+p, s)
C .
Proof. This is Proposition 4.3 in [HiNe94b]. K
Let Wmax /g be the uniquely determined closed invariant convex cone
Wmax & t=Cmax and similarly Wmax, l l the invariant cone with
Wmax, l & t l=(i2+p, s)
C . Then [HiNe94a, Th. II.8] says that
Scomp=U CL exp(iWmax, l).
According to Lawson’s Theorem (cf. [HiNe93, Cor. 7.35]), the set
S :=G exp(iW 0max, l)Scomp
is an open subsemigroup of GC and the group multiplication induces a
diffeomorphism
G_W 0max  S, (g, X) [ g exp(iX).
Furthermore we have
S & A=SA :=exp(iC 0max)=exp(((2
+
p )
C)0).
We recall some basic facts on the structure of the semigroup S.
Proposition I.3.2. Let S +A denote the intersection of SA with the Weyl
chamber corresponding to 2+k . Then the following assertions hold:
(i) S=GS +A G.
(ii) For X1 , X2 # log SA we have
(exp X1) G(exp X2)G exp(FX1, X2) G,
where FX1, X2 a is given by
FX1, X2=conv(Wk . (X1+X2))+iCmin .
(iii) For X1 , X2 # i intCmax we have (exp X1) G(exp X2)
G exp(FX1, X2) G, where
FX1, X2=conv(Wk .X1)+conv(Wk .X2)+iCmin .
Proof. [Ne95d, Prop. V.1]. K
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Lemma I.3.3. Let KC 0max be a compact subset and assume that g is
non-compact. Then there exists a pointed generating invariant cone
WWmax such that K+Cmin W.
Proof. First we may w.l.o.g. assume that K has interior points and that
it is Wk-invariant and convex. We put C :=Cmin+R+K. Then C is a
convex set which is invariant under Wk , which contains Cmin , and which is
contained in Cmax . We claim that C is closed and pointed. The intersection
&Cmin & R+K is contained in H(Cmax) & R+K, and since K is contained in
int Cmax which, according to the assumption that g is non-compact, is
different from t, it follows that R+K & (&Cmin)R+K & H(Cmax)=[0].
We conclude that C is closed and that H(C)=H(R+K)+H(Cmin)=[0].
Now the classification theorem for pointed generating invariant cones
([HHL89, Th. III.9.18] or [Ne93, Prop. III.15]) implies that there exists
a pointed generating invariant cone Wg with W & t=C. Then
K+Cmin W. K
We consider the symmetric space M :=G"GC and the open subset
M+ :=G"S=Exp(iW 0max),
where Exp: gC  M is exp followed by the quotient map GC  M. Note that
Exp| iW0max : iW
0
max  M
+
is a diffeomorphism ([HiNe93, Cor. 7.35]).
Write S 0A for the interior of the set S
+
A , i.e., the intersection of SA with
the interior of the Weyl chamber corresponding to 2+k . For g # G let *g
denote left multiplication on GT and \g denote right multiplication on M.
Proposition I.3.4. Consider the map
8 : S 0A_(GT )  M
+, (a, gT ) [ x0 .ag&1.
(i) The image of this map is open dense in M+ and its complement
is a finite union of immersed submanifolds of positive codimension.
(ii) 8 is a diffeomorphism onto its image.
(iii) The tangent space T(a, 1T )(S 0A_GT )=d\a(a)_gt can be
identified with a[t, g] and, via a multiplication by i with a+i[t, g]=ig.
With respect to this identification the determinant of d(\a&1 b 8)_(a, 1T ) :
a_(gt)  ig$Tx0(M) is given by
det(d(\a&1 b 8)(a, 1T ))=c ‘
: # 2+
sinh ((:, log a) )2m:,
where c is some positive constant.
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Proof. (ii) To see that 8 is injective, suppose that x0 .gag&1=
x0 .ag&1=x0 .a$(g$)&1=x0 .g$a$(g$)&1. Since gag&1, g$a$(g$)&1 # exp(iWmax)
we find gag&1= g$a$(g$)&1. For a=exp X and a$=exp X$ with X, X$ # a
this means that Ad(g&1g$) .X$=X. Therefore X and X$ lie in the same Wk-
orbit (cf. [HNP94, Prop. 5.7]). Hence a=a$ follows from a, a$ # S +A . Now
g&1g$ centralizes a, and since a # S 0A , this implies that g
&1g$ # T, i.e.,
gT= g$T. This proves that 8 is injective. In order to show that 8 is a
diffeomorphism onto its open image it now suffices to show that d8(a, gT )
is surjective for all (a, gT ) # S 0A _GT. But this will be a consequence
of (iii).
(i) Suppose we have (iii). Restricting the a-variable in 8 to the relative
interior of the exponential image of the faces of the Weyl chamber we
obtain immersions of positive codimension.
(iii) Identifying Tx0(M) with gCg$ig, d(\a&1 b 8)(a, 1T ) maps
a_(gt)  ig. Now we can also identify gt with the subspace [t, g]g
which is complementary to t. So a_(gt)$a[t, g] which by multiplica-
tion with i in the second factor can be identified with a+i[t, g]=ig. We
calculate the determinant with respect to this identification:
For b # A and g # G we have
8(ab, gT ) .a&1=x0 .abg&1a&1=x0 .b(ag&1a&1).
Hence
d(\a&1 b 8)(a, 1T )(X, Y)=X&dq(Ad(a) Y),
where dq : gC  ig is the projection along g. To calculate the determinant
of this map, we recall the root decomposition gC =tC : # 2 g:C . So we
have Y=: # 2 Y:+Y : , where Y: # g:C and : # 2
+. Now
Ad(a)(Y:+Y :)=a:Y:+a&:Y := 12 (a
:&a&:)(Y:&Y :)
+12 (a
:+a&:)(Y:+Y :).
Therefore
dq(Ad(a)(Y:+Y :))= 12 (a
:&a&:)(Y:&Y :)=sinh((:, log a) )(Y:&Y :).
Our identification of [t, g] with i[t, g] identifies Y:+Y : with (iY:)&(iY:).
Therefore there exists c>0 such that
det(d(\a&1 b 8)(a, 1T ))=c ‘
: # 2+
sinh ((:, log a) )2m :
because 2m:=dim R g:C =dimR [Y:+Y : : Y: # g
:
C ]. K
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Lemma I.3.5. Let x, y # SA . Then the function GT  A, gT  aG(xgy)
is well defined and T-invariant.
Proof. Let t # T. Then Lemma I.1.2 implies that aG(xgty)=aG(xg)
_aG( y). On the other hand we have aG(xtgy)=aG(txgy)=aG(xgy) which
implies the claim. K
I.4. Fockspaces and Metaplectic Representations
Let & # i(C Cmin, r)
0. Since i8(w , w) # Cmin, r for all w # p+r , we see that the
hermitian form
(w1 , w2) [ (w1 | w2) & :=(&, 8(w 2 , w1))
is positive definite. Clearly different root spaces in p+r are orthogonal w.r.t.
each of these inner products. We fix a function :0 # i(C Cmin, r)
0 and set
(w1 | w2) :=(w1 | w2) :0 .
From now on we fix this Hilbert space structure on p+r and normalize the
Lebesgue measure +pr+ on p
+
r in such a way that
|
p r
+
e&&w&2 d+ p r+ (w)=1.
For & # a*C consider the operator 8& : p+r  p
+
r defined by
(:0 , 8(w $, w))=(8&(w) | w$) =(&, 8(w$, w))
for w, w$ # p+r . Then we have
|
p r
+
e&&w& &
2
d+ p r+(w)=(detC 8&)
&1 for & # i(C Cmin, r)
0.
Let F& be the Fock space associated to the inner product ( } | } ) & on p+r .
This means that F& consists of the holomorphic functions f : p+r  C which
satisfy
|
p r
+
| f (w)| 2 e&&w& &
2
d+p r+(w)<.
The norm on F& is given by
& f &2F&=detC (8&) |
p r
+
| f (w)| 2 e&&w& &
2
d+p r+(w)
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and the corresponding reproducing kernel is
KF&(w, w$)=e(w | w$)&=e(&, 8(w$, w)).
According to [Ne94c, Prop. III.1], one has a unitary highest weight
representation ?* of G on F& . The highest weight * of ?* is given by
*=&& 12\r .
We refer to this representation as the metaplectic representation associated
to & since it is obtained by restricting some extended metaplectic represen-
tation to G. Recall the domain D=p+r +Dl from Proposition I.2.8. In
[HNO3 95, Prop. V.3] it is shown how to realize ?* on a Hilbert space H*
of holomorphic functions on D such that the restriction to p+r gives an
isomorphism H*  F& . We describe the reproducing kernel K
* of H* :
Let
K1 : Dl  KC , (w, w$) [ }(exp(&w$) exp w)&1
be the canonical kernel function for the domain Dl (cf. [Sa80, p. 65]) and
consider the map
. : p+s  Hom(p
&
r , p
+
r ), .(X)(Y)=[X, Y].
For w, w$ # p+r , t, t$ # Dl we set
KU ((w, t), (w$, t$))= 128(w$, K1(t, t$)
&1 .(t) .w$)+8(w$, K1(t, t$)&1 .w)
+128(.(t$) .w, K1(t, t$)
&1.w).
Then the reproducing kernel K* is given by
K*((w, t), (w$, t$))=e(&, KU((w, t), (w$, t$))) detC (Adp r+ K1(t, t$))
&12
(cf. [HNO3 95, Prop. V.3]).
Let l # L. The following lemma permits us to interpret aG(‘(l )) via norm
squares in the representation spaces H* of the metaplectic representations.
Lemma I.4.1. Let g # G and *=&& 12\r with & # i(C
C
min, r)
0iz*. Then we
have
K*(log ‘(g&1), log ‘(g&1))=aG(‘(g))2*=aG(‘(g))2&&\r.
Proof. We recall from [Ne95b, Prop. VII.1] that the reproducing
kernel K* can also be computed directly by
K*(z, w)=/*(}~ (exp(&w ) exp z)&1)
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for z, w # D, where /* : K C  C* is the holomorphic character with
/*(exp X)=e*(X) for X # t C , and }~ : (P+KC P&) t  K C is the unique lift of
the map } : P+KCP&  K C to the simply connected coverings.
In view of (7.2) in the proof of Prop. VII.1 in [Ne95b], we have for
g1 # G lying over g # G the formula
K*(log ‘(g), log ‘(g))=K*(log ‘(g1), log ‘(g1))=/*(}~ (g1) }~ (g1)*)
=e(*, log(}~ (g1) }~ (g1)*)) =e(*, log(}(g) }(g)*)).
Write }(g)=kan # KC =KAN. Then a=aG(}(g)) and
}(g) }(g)*=kann &1ak&1 # a2(K C , KC ),
where (KC , KC ) denotes the commutator subgroup of KC , entails that
e(*, log(}(g) }(g)*)) =e(*, log a2)=aG(}(g))2*.
Now the assertion follows from }(g&1)=}(g)* (Corollary I.2.3(iv)) and
aG(}(g)*)=aG(‘(g)) (Proposition I.2.6). K
Lemma I.4.2. Let *=&& 12\r , where & # i(C
C
min, r)
0. For l # L we have
|
p r
+
e&(&, 8(w , w)+i Im 8(‘$(l ) .w, w)) d+p r+(w)=(det C 8&)
&1 aG(‘(l ))&\ r.
Proof. We recall that the restriction map f [ f | p r+ is a surjective
isometry H*  F& and that ‘(l&1)=‘$(l )&1 (Corollary I.2.3(iv)). We also
note that for t=log z # p&s and w, w$ # p
+
r the facts that p
+
r is abelian and
(ad t)2 .p+r =[0] imply
8(t .w, w$)=8(z .w, w$)=8(w, z&1.w$)=&8(w, t .w$).
Now we see that for t=log ‘(l&1) # Dl D we have
K*(t, t)=&K*(0, t)&2H*
=&K*(0, t) | p r+ &
2
F&
=detC 8& |
p r
+
|K*(0, t)(w, 0)|
2 e((&, 8(w , w)) d+ p r+(w)
=detC 8& |
p r
+
|e(&, 128(.(t) .w, w)) | 2 e&(&, 8(w , w)) d+ p r+(w)
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=detC 8& |
p r
+
|e(&, 128(‘(l&1) .w, w)) | 2 e&(&, 8(w , w)) d+p r+(w)
=detC 8& |
p r
+
eRe(&, 8(w, ‘$(l ) .w))e&(&, 8(w , w)) d+p r+(w)
=detC 8& |
p r
+
e&(&, i Im 8(‘$(l ) .w, w))e&(&, 8(w , w)) d+p r+ (w).
Finally we use Lemma I.4.1 and the fact that & vanishes on a & i l to
obtain
K*(t, t)=aG(‘(l ))2&&\ r=aL(‘(l ))2&&\ r=aG(‘(l ))&\ r. K
Remark I.4.3. The restriction of ?* to the group U is still irreducible
([Ne95b, Prop. VI.11]) and square integrable modulo the center ([Ne95a,
Prop. III.14]). Its degree is given by
d(?* | U) :=detC 8& .
Remark I.4.4. The representation (?* , F&) of G extends to a holo-
morphic representation of the open Ol’shanski@$ semigroup Smax=
1(g, W 0max)=G Exp(iW
0
max) (cf. [Ne94b, Th. III.7]).
(i) The operators ?*(s) with s # S are all of trace class ([Ne94c,
Th. IV.3]).
(ii) Since the space of K-finite vectors of the representation ?*
coincides with the space of all polynomials on p+r , the character of ?* is
given by
tr ?*(a)=
a&&12\r
>: # 2 r+ (1&a
&:)m:
=
a&
>: # 2 r+(a
:2&a&:2)m:
(I.4.1)
for all elements a # SA=exp(iC 0max).
I.5. Integration Formulas
We fix Haar measures +T and +G on T and G, resp., and write +GT for
the invariant measure on GT determined by them.
Since g contains a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra, the groups
G and GC are unimodular. We choose an invariant measure +M on M.
Since the open subset GANGC is topologically a direct product, the
orbit map AN  M, an [ x0 .an yields an equivariant embedding of AN
into M. Hence the restriction of the measure +M to this subset is invariant.
So we may choose a right Haar measure +AN on the group AN in such a
way that this embedding maps it onto the restriction of +M to x0 .AN.
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Next we choose Haar measures on N, resp. A, in such a way that the
exponential function a  A preserves the measure and that
|
AN
f (b) d+AN(b)=|
A
|
N
f (na) d+N(n) d+A(a).
The fact that SGAN implies that M+ is contained in x0 .AN so that
the integral formula in Lemma I.5.1(ii) below can be used to calculate
integrals over M+ as integrals over AN. We also know that S=GS +A G
(cf. Proposition I.3.2) which implies that M+=x0 .S +A G. We state the
corresponding integral formula in Lemma I.5.1(iii).
Lemma I.5.1. We have the following integral formulas:
(i) AN f (x) d+AN(x)=A a
2\ N f (an) d+N(n) d+A(a).
(ii) x0 .AN f (x) d+M (x)=A a
2\ N f (x0 .an) d+N(n) d+A(a).
(iii) There exists c>0 such that, for each integrable function f on M+
we have
|
M+
f (x) d+M (x)=c |
SA
+
$(a) |
GT
f (x0 .ag&1) d+GT (gT ) d+A(a),
where $(exp X)=>: # 2+ sinh (:(X))2m: and m:=dimC g:C .
Proof. (i) According to the choice of the right Haar measure +AN , we
have
|
AN
f (x) d+AN(x)=|
A
|
N
f (na) d+N(n) d+A(a)
=|
A
|
N
f (aa&1na) d+N(n) d+A(a)
=|
A
|
N
f (aa&1na) a&2\a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a)
=|
A
|
N
f (an) a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a)
=|
A
a2\ |
N
f (an) d+N(n) d+A(a)
because det(Ad(a)| n )=a2\.
(ii) This follows from (i) and the normalization of measures on AN
and M.
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(iii) For this proof we follow [Hel84, Th. 5.8]. Recall the map
8 : S 0A_GT  M
+ from Section I.3 and note that 8 b (id_*g)=\g&1 b 8.
Since the measures +GT and +M are left resp. right invariant, it follows that
$(a) :=det d8(a, 1T )=det d8(a, gT )
for all a # S 0A . The linear map d8(a, 1T ) maps Ta(SA)
0_T1T (GT )$
a_(gt) into Tx0 .a(M), and \a preserves the measure on M. Therefore we
have
$(a)=det(d(\a&1 b 8)(a, 1T )).
Now the integral formula follows from Proposition I.3.4(iii) and the
general transformation formula for integrals
|
M+
f (x) d+M (x)=|
8(S0A , GT)
f (x) d+ M (x)
=|
S0A
|
GT
f (8(a, gT )) det(d8(a, gT )) d+GT (gT ) d+A(a)
=c |
S0A
$(a) |
GT
f (x0 .ag&1) d+GT (gT ) d+A(a). K
Lemma I.5.2. Let f be a T-invariant integrable function on GT. Then
|
GT
f (gT ) d+GT (gT )=|
GT
f (g&1T ) d+GT (gT ).
Proof. We consider the compact group T :=Ad(T )Aut(G)/Aut(g).
Then T leaves T invariant, hence acts on GT as a compact group of
measure preserving diffeomorphisms. Let +T be normalized Haar measure
on T . For an integrable measurable function on GT we put
p( f )(x) :=|
T
f (t&1.x) d+T (t).
Note that p defines a projection operator in L1(GT, +GT). The so obtained
function p( f ) is T-invariant so that gT [ p( f )(g&1T ) is still well defined
and measurable on GT. We have to show that the measures
f [ GT p( f )(gT ) d+GT (gT ) and f [ GT p( f )(g
&1T ) d+GT (gT ) coincide
on Cc(GT ). Then the assertion follows automatically for any integrable
T-invariant function on GT.
This reduces the problem to the case where f is a T-invariant continuous
function with compact support. Let f # Cc(G) with f (gT )=T f (gt) d+T (t)
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for all g # G ([Wa72, p. 475]). Then f $(g) :=T f (t
&1g) d+T (t) is continuous
with compact support and
|
T
f $(gt) d+T (t)=|
T
|
T
f (t&1gs) d+T (t) d+T (s)
=|
T
|
T
f (t&1gs) d+T (s) d+T (t)
=|
T
f (t&1gT ) d+T (t)= f (gT ).
Hence
|
GT
f (g&1T) d+GT (gT )=|
GT
|
T
f $(g&1t) d+T (t) d+GT (gT )
=|
G
f $(g&1) d+G(g)=|
G
f $(g) d+G(g)
=|
GT
f (gT ) d+GT (gT ). K
We recall the following lemma ([Ne95a, Lemma III.7]):
Lemma I.5.3. Let G=U < L, where U is the nilradical and L is reductive.
Set Tl :=exp tl , where t l=t & l. Then the mapping ? : G  GT, g [ gT
induces a diffeomorphism p : UZ_LTl  GT and if +UZ and +LTl are
invariant measures on UZ and LTl , respectively, then p*(+UZ +LTl) is
an invariant measure on GT.
The following proposition will be an essential tool to clarify the relation-
ship between the spherical functions and the c-functions defined below. It
relates integration over G to integration over N . We note first (cf. [Ola85,
Th. 4.2] and Lemma I.5.1) that
|
GAN
f (gan) a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a) d+G(g)
defines the restriction of Haar measure on GC . Similarly for
|
N TAN
f (utan) a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a) d+T (t) d+N (u),
where the complement of the open set N TAN has Haar measure zero, so
that the above formula yields a formula for Haar measure on GC .
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Proposition I.5.4. (cf. [Ola85, Th. 4.5]) Let f # L1(GT ). Then
|
GT
f (gT ) d+GT (gT )=|
N & GAN
f (gG(n ) T ) aG(n )&2\ d+N (n ).
Proof. Choose a function  # Cc(AN) such that
|
AN
(an) a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a)=1
and set
f1(xT )={f (gG(x) T) (aG(x) nG(x))0
for x # GAN
otherwise.
Then we have f1 # L1(GC T ) and
|
GCT
f1(x) d+GCT (x)=|
GT
f (gT ) d+GT (gT ).
Using the above remark concerning the open dense set N TAN=N ANT
and the invariance properties of f1 and f, we can calculate
|
GT
f (gT ) d+GT (gT )=|
GANT
f1(ganT ) a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a) d+G(g)
=|
N AN
f1(n an) a2\ d+N(n) d+1(a) d+N (n )
=|
(N & GAN) AN
f1(gG(n ) anT ) aG(n )&2\
_a2\ d+N(n) d+A(a) d+N (n )
=|
N & GAN
f (gG(n ) T) aG(n )&2\ d+N (n )
which implies the claim. K
II. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS ON OL’SHANSKII2 SPACES
II.1. Volterra Kernels
A kernel K on M is called invariant if K(x .g, y .g)=K(x, y) holds for all
x, y # M and g # GC . We note that an invariant kernel K is uniquely deter-
mined by the G-invariant function K0(x) :=K(x, x0) on M. A kernel K on
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M is called S$-causal for a subsemigroup S$GC containing G if its
support is contained in the set [(x0 .s$, x0 .s) : s$s&1 # S$].
In view of the invariance and Proposition I.3.2(i), an invariant S-causal
kernel is uniquely determined by the function K : SA  C with K (a) :=
K0(x0 .a).
A continuous causal kernel for which there exists a compact convex
Wk -invariant subset Ca such that
supp(K)[(x0 .s$, x0 .s) : s$s&1 # G exp(C+iCmin) G]
is called a Volterra kernel. We write V for the space of Volterra kernels
and V> for the subspace of invariant Volterra kernels. We want to define
the structure of an associative algebra on V. To do this, we want to use
the usual kernel multiplication
(K1 > K2)(x, z) :=|
M
K1(x, y) K2( y, z) d+ M ( y).
Since M is in general not compact, we first have to show that the integral
on the right side exists, and that it defines a Volterra kernel. Before we can
prove this, we need more information on the geometry.
Proposition II.1.1 If K1 and K2 are Volterra kernels, then the integrals
defining K1 > K2 exist and K1 > K2 # V.
Proof. We distinguish two cases. If 2+P =<, i.e., if g is a compact
Lie algebra, then Cmin=[0]. Therefore the supports of the functions
Kj, x( y) :=Kj ( y, x) on M are compact because Z(G) acts trivially on M
and GZ(G) is compact.
Therefore the integrals defining K1 > K2 are integrals over a compact set,
so they exist because the integrant is continuous. To see that K1 > K2 is
continuous, let x, z=x0 .s # M. We choose a compact set U such that
supp(K2, z$)U holds for elements z$ is a neighborhood V of z. That such
a set exists follows from the fact that for z$=x0 .s$ we have supp(K2, z)
x0 .G exp(C2) Gs$ for a compact subset C2 a.
Then we calculate
(K1 > K2)(x, z)=|
M
K1(x, y) K2( y, z) d+M ( y)
=|
U
K1(x, y) K2( y, z) d+M ( y)
and see that, since U is compact, the integral depends continuously on
(x, z).
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Now we assume that g is not compact, i.e., Cmin {[0]. Suppose that
supp(Kj, x0 .s)x0 .exp(Cj+iCmin) Gs for all s # GC , where Cj is compact
convex and Wk -invariant subset of log SA . Using Lemma I.3.3, we find a
pointed generating invariant cone Wg with (C1 _ C2)+iCmin iW.
Then the kernels K1 and K2 are SW-causal for SW=G exp(iW). We recall
from [Fa91] that the order intervals [a, b] :=[x # M : axb] in M
with respect to the SW-order are compact. Since the support of Kj is
contained in the set of pairs (x, y) with xy, the integral
(K1 > K2)(x, z)=|
M
K1(x, y) K2( y, z) d+M ( y)
=|
xyz
K1(x, y) K2( y, z) d+ M ( y)
=|
[z, x]
K1(x, y) K2( y, z) d+ M ( y)
exists because the integrand vanishes outside of the compact set [z, x].
Next we show that K1 > K2 is continuous. We pick x$ # M such
that x # int a x$ = int[ y # M : yx$] and z$ # M with z # int A z$ =
int[ y # M : z$y]. Then we have for x" # a x$ and z" # A z$ that
(K1 > K2)(x", z")=|
[z$, x$]
K1(x", y) K2( y, z") d+M ( y).
Therefore the integral depends continuously on (x", z") and we see that the
kernel K1 > K2 is continuous.
In the compact and non-compact case it remains to estimate the support
of the kernel K1 > K2 to see that it is a Volterra kernel. Since V is invariant
under the action of GC defined by (s .K)(x, y) :=K(x .s, y .s) and
(s .(K1 > K2))(x, z)=|
M
K1(x .s, y) K2( y, z .s) d+M ( y)
=|
M
K1(x .s, y .s) K2( y .s, z .s) d+ M ( y)
=((s .K1) > (s .K2))(x, z)
follows from the invariance of the measure, it suffices to show that
(K1 > K2)(x, x0){0
implies that x # x0 . exp(C+iCmin) G holds for a compact convex
Wk -invariant subset of a.
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If x # M, then
(K1 > K2)(x, x0)=|
M
K1(x, y) K2, x0( y) d+M ( y)
=|
M+
K1(x, y) K2, x0( y) d+ M ( y)
=|
A
$(b) |
GT
K1(x, x0 .bg&1) K2, x0(x0 .bg
&1)
_d+GT (gT ) d+A(b).
If this integral is non-zero, then there exists b # exp(C2+iCmin) and g # G
such that
x # supp(K1, x0 .bg&1)exp(C1+iCmin) Gbg
&1
exp(C1+iCmin) G exp(C2+iCmin) G.
Let Xj # Cj+iCmin . Then
conv(Wk .X1)+iCmin+conv(Wk .X2)+iCmin
C1+iCmin+C2+iCmin (C1+C2)+iCmin .
Thus we can use Proposition I.3.2 to obtain
x # x0 .exp((C1+C2)+iCmin) G.
Since C1+C2 is a compact Wk-invariant set, this shows that K1 > K2 # V.
K
So far we have endowed the space V with a bilinear multiplication. It is
easy to see with Fubini’s Theorem that this multiplication is associative.
Moreover, the invariance of the measure shows that the subspace V > of
invariant kernels is a subalgebra. Generalizing a result of J. Faraut (cf.
[Fa87], [Fa91]), we show that V > is commutative.
Proposition II.1.2. The algebra (V> , >) is commutative.
Proof. Let _ : GC  GC denote complex conjugation. Then _ preserves
G, hence induces a measure preserving involution s on M defined by
s(Gx)=G_(x). Let g # S with g= g1ag2 . Then
_(g)= g1_(a) g2= g1a&1g2 # Gg&1G. (II.1.1)
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For a kernel K on M put K*(x, y) :=K( y, x). Since s reverses the orders
 defined by the semigroup S on M, the product K1* > K2* is also defined
and we have
(K1 > K2)*=K2* > K1*
for K1 , K2 # V> . Let Ks(x, y) :=K(s .x, s .y). Then the fact that s preserves
the measure on M shows that
K s1 > K
s
2=(K1 > K2)
s.
For an invariant Volterra kernel K and g # S formula (II.1.1) implies
K*(x0 , x0 .g)=K(x0 .g, x0)=Ks(x0 ._(g), x0)
=Ks(x0 .g&1, x0)=K s(x0 , x0 .g).
This proves that K*=Ks and hence that multiplication is commutative. K
II.2. Spherical Functions
We write V>0 for the subspace of V
> consisting of all those kernels K
with supp(K ) compact. Let . # C(M+)G be a G-invariant continuous
function on M+. For K # V>0 we put
.^(K) :=|
SA
$(a) .(x0 .a) K (a) d+A(a).
We are interested in those functions . for which .^(K1 > K2) is still defined
and equal to .^(K1) .^(K2). One problem that occurs here is that the
support of (K1 > K2)t need no longer be compact if the Lie algebra g is
not compact.
We assume that .^(K1 > K2) exists for Kj # V>0 . We note that the applica-
tions of Fubini’s Theorem in the following calculation can be justified with
the fact that the integrals exists for K j0 which shows that all the integrals
of the absolute values of the integrands exist on the corresponding product
spaces.
Using Lemma I.5.2, we now calculate
.^(K1 > K2)
=|
SA
$(a) .(x0 .a) |
M+
K1(x0 .a, y) K2, x0( y) d+M ( y) d+A(a)
=|
SA
$(a) .(x0 .a) |
SA
$(b) |
GT
K1(x0 .a, x0 .bg&1)
_K2, x 0(x0 .bg
&1) d+GT (gT ) d+A(b) d+A(a)
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=|
SA
$(a) .(x0 .a) |
SA
$(b) |
GT
K1(x0 .ag, x0 .b) K 2(b) d+GT (gT )
_d+A(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
$(b) |
SA
$(a) |
GT
.(x0 .a) K1(x0 .ag, x0 .b) d+GT (gT ) d+A(a)
_K 2(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
$(b) |
S A
$(a) |
GT
.(x0 .a) K1(x0 .ag&1, x0 .b) d+GT (gT ) d+A(a)
_K 2(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
$(b) |
M+
.(x) K1(x, x0 .b) d+ M (x) K 2(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
$(b) |
M
.(x) K1, x0(x .b
&1) d+ M (x) K 2(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
$(b) |
M
.(x .b) K1, x0(x) d+M (x) K 2(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
$(b) |
SA
$(a) |
GT
.(x0 .ag&1b) K1, x0(x0 .ag
&1)
_d+GT (gT ) d+A(a) K 2(b) d+A(b)
=|
SA
|
SA
$(b) $(a) K 1(a) K 2(b) |
GT
.(x0 .ag&1b)
_d+GT (gT ) d+A(a) d+A(b)
=|
SA
|
SA
$(b) $(a) K 1(a) K 2(b) |
GT
.(x0 .agb) d+GT ( gT) d+A(a) d+A(b).
We conclude in particular that the integral GT .(x0 .agb) d+GT (gT )
exists for almost all pairs (a, b) # SA _SA . Finally the condition
.^(K1 > K2)=.^(K1) .^(K2)
now means that
|
SA
|
SA
$(b) $(a) K 1(a) K 2(b) |
GT
.(x0 .agb) d+GT (gT ) d+A(a) d+A(b)
=|
SA
|
SA
$(b) $(a) K 1(a) K 2(b) .(x0 .a) .(x0 .b) d+A(a) d+A(b)
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for all K1 , K2 # V >0 . This is equivalent to
.(x0 .a) .(x0 .b)=|
GT
.(x0 .agb) d+GT (gT )
almost everywhere on SA _SA . If the right hand side defines a continuous
function on SA _SA , then we obtain equality everywhere.
This motivates the following definition of spherical function on M+.
Definition II.2.1. A continuous G-invariant function . on M+ is
called spherical if the following integral exists and
.(x0 .a) .(x0 .b)=|
GT
.(x0 .agb) d+GT (gT )
holds for all pairs a, b # SA .
Remark II.2.2. If . is a spherical function and, in addition, the function
(a, b) [ |
GT
|.(x0 .agb)| d+GT (gT )
is locally integrable on SA_SA , then the preceding calculation shows that
.^(K1 > K2)=.^(K1) .^(K2)
holds for K1 , K2 # V>0 .
For * # a*C we obtain a function
e* : s [ aG(s)* :=e(*, log aG(s)).
In view of Lemma I.1.2, these functions have the property of being left
G-invariant and transforming under TAN on the right via e*(stan)=
a*e*(s). For a # Aadm we can consider the function e* on the set aGGAN.
Fix a # A. Then g [ e*(ag) is a function on G. For t # T we have e*(st)=
e*(s), so we have a function
e*, a : GT  C, gT [ e*(ag).
Let a : GT  a, gT [ log aG(ag) and +a :=a*(+GT) the image of the
invariant measure on GT in a. The function
L(+a)(*) :=|
a
e&*(X) d+a(X)=|
GT
aG(ag)&* d+GT (gT )
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is finite on the convex set Doma : =[* # a*: L(+a)<], and it extends to
the tube domain Doma+ia*a*C in such a way that it is holomorphic on
its interior. We call this function the Laplace transform of the measure +a .
Since the image of the map  is contained in conv(Wk . log a)+iCmin
whenever a # SA (cf. [Ne95d, Th. II.8]), the support of the measure +a is
also contained in this convex set. For a convex set C in a vector space V
we put lim(C) :=[v # V : v+CC]. Then we conclude in particular that
(iCmin)C=&iC Cmin lim (Doma) holds for all a # A ([Ne95e, Cor. II.5]).
The set SA=exp(((2+p )
C)0) is an open subsemigroup of Aadm. We define
EL :=\& ,
a # SA
Doma=[* # a*: (\a # SA) L(+a)(\&*)<]. (II.2.1)
This is the common domain of the Laplace transforms of a set of measures,
hence it is in particular convex and iC Cmin lim (EL ).
Definition II.2.3. For * # t*+EL we define the spherical function with
parameter * by
.*(s) :=|
GT
aG(sg)*&\ d+GT (gT ).
Note that the integral converges because every element s # S can be written
as s= g1ag2 with a # SA . Hence
|
GT
aG(sg)*&\ d+GT (gT )=|
GT
aG(g1ag2g)*&\ d+GT (gT )
=|
GT
aG(ag)*&\ d+GT (gT )<.
Since this argument also shows that the function .* is G-biinvariant, it
corresponds to a function . * on M+ defined by . *(Gs) :=.*(s).
Example II.2.4. If G is abelian, then G=V is a finite dimensional
vector space, GC is its complexification, g=t=V, a=iV, N=[1], and
aG(v)=i Im v # iV. Therefore e*(v)=e*(i Im v). Since G=T, we have +a=$a
(Dirac measure) for all a # A. Hence EL =a* and .*(s)=e(*, i Im v).
Proposition II.2.5. Let + # i(C Cmin)
0 and write +=+u++l according to
the decomposition a=au al . Then we have for all a # SA
.u(a)=
2&nr
detC 8+u
a+ u
>: # 2 r+ sinh (:, log a)
m :
.l+(al)
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and + # EL is equivalent to +l # EL , l , where nr=dimC pr , EL , l a l* is the
set of all those elements &, where the integral defining the spherical functions
.l& associated to L is defined.
Proof. First we can use Lemmas I.1.3 and I.5.3 to get
.+(s)=|
GT
aG(sg)+&\ d+GT (gT )
=|
LTL
|
UZ
aG(sul )+&\ d+UZ (uZ) d+LTL(lTL)
=|
LTL
|
UZ
aG, l (sul )+l&\ aG, u(sul )+u&\ d+UZ(uZ) d+LTL(lTL)
=|
LTL
aG, l (sl )+l&\ |
UZ
aG, u(sul )+u d+UZ(uZ) d+LTL(lTL).
So we have to evaluate the integrals
|
UZ
aG, u(sul )+ d+UZ(uZ)=|
UZ
aG, u(sll&1ul)+ d+UZ(uZ)
=|
UZ
aG, u(slu)+ d+UZ(uZ),
where the last equality follows from the fact that the adjoint action of L on
uz preserves the measure. Thus we are reduced to calculate the function .u+
given by
.u+(s) :=|
UZ
aG, u(su)+ d+UZ(uZ).
This can again be done using the metaplectic representation ?* with
highest weight *=&& 12\r and &=
1
2 +| z(g C ) # i(C
C
min, r)
0. Let v0 # F& be a
normalized highest weight vector. Then
&?*(su) .v0&2=aG(su)2*=aG, u(su)+u aG, l (su)&\r=aG, u(su)+u aG, l (s)&\r.
The restriction of ?* to the group U is still irreducible ([Ne95b,
Prop. VI.11]) and square integrable modulo the center. Moreover ?*(s) is
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a trace class operator for all s # S, so we can use [Ne95a, Lemma I.5] to
calculate
.u+(s)=|
UZ
aG, u(su)+u d+UZ(uZ)
=aG, l (s)\r |
UZ
&?*(su) .v0&2F& d+UZ(uZ)
=aG, l (s)\r
1
d(?* |U)
tr(?*(s*s)).
Now we can use these results to factorize the spherical function .+ :
.+(s)=|
LTL
aG, l (sl )+&\ |
UZ
aG, u(sul )+u d+UZ(uZ) d+LTL(lTL)
=|
LTL
aG, l (sl )+&\ .u+(sl ) d+LTL(lTL)
=|
LTL
aG, l (sl )+&\ aG, l (sl )\r
1
d(?* |U)
tr(?*(l&1s*sl )) d+LTL(lTL)
=
1
d(?* | U)
tr(?*(s*s)) |
LTL
aG, l (sl l )+&\s d+LTL(lTL)
=
1
d(?* | U)
tr(?*(s*s)) .l+(sl).
Now suppose that a # SA . Then Remark I.4.3 and (I.4.1) imply that
1
d(?* | U)
tr(?*(a2))=
1
detC 8&
a2&
>: # 2 r+ (a
:&a&:)m:
,
which implies the claim. K
Theorem II.2.6. Let + # t*+i(C Cmin)
0. If .+(a)=GT aG(ag)
+&\
_d+GT (gT ) exists for all a # SA , then
. + : M+  C, x0 .s [ .+(s)
is spherical in the sense of Definition II.2.1..
Proof. Let a, b # SA . Then for b =bg~ # bG we have b # S and using
Lemmas I.3.5, I.2.9 and I.1.2 we calculate
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|
GT
aG(ag&1b )+&\ d+GT (gT )
=|
GT
aG(ag&1gG(b ))+&\ d+GT (gT ) aG(b )+&\
=|
GT
aG(ag&1)+&\ d+GT (gT ) aG(b )+&\
=|
GT
aG(ag)+&\ d+GT (gT ) aG(b )+&\
=.+(a) aG(b )+&\.
Therefore, again by Lemma I.1.2,
.+(a) .+(b)=|
GT
.+(a) aG(bg~ )+&\ d+GT (g~ T )
=|
GT
|
GT
aG(ag&1bg~ )+&\ d+GT (gT ) d+GT (g~ T )
=|
GT
|
GT
aG(ag&1bg~ )+&\ d+GT (g~ T ) d+GT (gT )
=|
GT
.+(ag&1b) d+GT (gT )
=|
GT
.+(agb) d+GT (gT ).
It remains to prove the continuity of .+ . But, in view of [FHO94,
Prop. 5.3] and the continuity of the characters of highest weight represen-
tations, it follows directly from the factorisation
.+(s)=
1
d(?* | U)
tr(?*(s*s)) .l+(sl)
for .+ given in the proof of Proposition II.2.5 if + # i(C Cmin)
0. K
Before we proceed with the investigation of the spherical functions, we
turn to the c-functions. To do this, we first consider the integrals
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )+ d+P+(‘), (II.2.2)
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where +P+ denotes a Lebesgue measure on P+ which is compatible with a
fixed measure on p+ and the exponential function. Similarly we fix
measures on P+r , p
+
r , and P
+
s , p
+
s such that the measures on P
+ and p+
are the corresponding product measures
Let
EG :={+ # a*: |‘(G) aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)<= . (II.2.3)
Lemma II.2.7. Let +u # i(C Cmin, r)
0 be the restriction of + to iz(g), and
nr=dimC p+r . Then
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)=
2nr
detC 8+u |‘(L) aG(‘l)
&+&\s d+P s+ (‘l),
provided the integral exists.
Proof. We write ‘=‘(g)=nlnu with g=lu and u=(w+w , 0, 1), and
use Lemma I.2.8 to see that
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)
=|
‘(L)
|
P r
+
aG(nlnu)&+&\ d+P r+ (nu) d+P s+(nl)
=|
‘(L)
|
P r
+
aG, l (nl nu)&+&\ aG, u(nlnu)&+u d+Pr+(nu) d+Ps+(nl)
=|
‘(L)
aL(nl)&+&\ |
P r
+
aG, u(nlnu)&+ u d+Pr+(du) d+P s+(nl).
Next we want to make use of Lemma I.4.2. So we have to write the inner
integral as an integral over p+r . We fix l # L and consider the map
#l : p+r  P
+
r , w [ nu .
In view of Corollary I.2.3(v), we have ‘(lu)=‘(l ) }(l ) ‘(u) }(l )&1 so that
nu=}(l ) ‘(u) }(l )&1=}(l ) exp(w) }(l )&1.
Hence #l is a holomorphic homomorphism of Lie groups and with respect
to the choice of measures, its real determinant is given by
detR Adp r+(}(l ))=|detC Adp r+(}(l ))|
2=det C Adp r+(}(l ) }(l )*).
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From }(l ) }(l )* # aL(}(l ))2 } (KC , KC )=aL(}(l )*)2 } (K C , KC ) we therefore
conclude with Proposition I.2.6(iii) and nl=‘(l ) that
detR Adp r+(}(l ))=det C Adp r+(aL(}(l)*))
2=detR Adp r+(aL(}(l )*))
=aL(}(l )*)2\r=aL(nl)2\r.
So we can use Lemmas I.2.8 and I.4.2 to get with &= 12 +u :
|
P r
+
aG, u(nlnu)&+u d+Pr+(nu)
=|
pr
+
e&(12+ u , 8(w , w)+i Im 8(‘$(l ) .w, w))aL(nl)2\r d+p r+(w)
=aL(nl)2\r |
p r
+
e&(12+u, 8(w , w)+i Im 8(‘$(l ) .w, w)) d+p r+(w)
=aL(nl)2\r (det C 8&)&1 aL(nl)&\r
=2nr(det C 8+ u)
&1aL(nl)\r.
Finally this leads to
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)
=|
‘(L)
aL(nl)&+&\ |
P r
+
aG, u(nlnu)&+u d+Pr+(nu) d+P s+(nl)
=2nr(detC 8+r)
&1 |
‘(L)
aL(nl)&+&\+\ r d+P s+(nl)
=2nr(detC 8+u)
&1 |
‘(L)
aL(nl)&+&\s d+P s+(nl). K
Lemma II.2.8. EG $iC Cmin&\s .
Proof. Let + # iC Cmin . According to Lemma II.2.4, we only have to check
whether the integral
|
‘(L)
aG(‘l)&(+&\s)&\ s d+Ps+(‘l)=|
‘(L)
aG(‘l)&+ d+P s+(‘l)
converges, which is certainly the case if aG(‘l)&+ is bounded. Since
log aG(‘l) # &iCmin, s by [Ne94e, Prop. IV.19], this is the case for
+ # iC Cmin (&iCmin, s)
C=iC Cmin, s . K
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For the following we note that if : is the coroot of : # 2+p, s , then
: =[X: , X :] with X: # g:C such that :(: )=2. Hence &i: =i[X : , X:] #
Cmin implies that +(: )=(&i+)(i: )0 whenever + # iC Cmin . This explains
the occurrence of |+(: )|=&+(: ) in the following formula.
Theorem II.2.9. For + # i(C Cmin)
0& ps we have
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)=
c~
detC 8+u
1
>: # 2+p, s |(+, : ) |
,
where c~ is a positive constant depending only on the various normalizations
of measures and : is the coroot of :.
Proof. First we want to use the explicit formula given in [FHO94,
Lemma 9.2] for the reductive case. To do this, we have to translate the
relevant pieces of information. So let a~ L : NlAlL  Al , nag [ a and note
that aL(s)=a~ L(s&1)&1. The c-function defined in [FHO94] is
c~ 0, l (*) :=|
‘(L)
a~ L(‘ )\s+* d+P s+(‘).
Hence ‘(L)=‘(L)&1 (Proposition I.2.6(ii)) implies that
c~ 0, l (*)=|
S(L)
aL(‘ &1)&\ s&* d+P s+(‘)=|
‘(L)&1
aL(‘ )&\s&* d+P s+(‘)
=|
‘(L)
aL(‘ )&\s&* d+P s+(‘).
In view of Lemma II.2.7 and the formula
c~ 0, l (*)=
c0
>: # 2+p, s |(*, : ) |
([FHO94, Lemma 9.2]), we therefore obtain
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)=
2nr
detC 8+u |‘(L) aL(‘ )
&+&\s d+P s+(‘l)
=
c~
detC 8+u
1
>: # 2+p, s |(+, : ) |
. K
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Remark II.2.10. To determine the exact domain EG , we interpret the
integral
|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )+ d+P+(‘)
as the Laplace transform L(&G)(&+) of the image &G of the Haar measure
+P+ on P+ under the map log b aG b _ : ‘(G)  a.
Lemma II.2.11. Let & be a Radon measure on a and L(&) : Dom&+
ia*  C its Laplace transform. We assume that Dom& has inner points and
that the function f : 0+ia*  C, where 0 is an open connected subset of a*,
coincides with L(+) on an non-empty open subset of 0 & Dom& . Then
0Dom& and f is a restriction of L(&).
Proof. This follows easily from [Ne95e, Th. III.4]. K
Theorem II.2.12. EG=i(C Cmin)
0.
Proof. Note that 8* is positive definite for * # i(C Cmin, r)
0. In view of the
explicit formula
L(&G)(++\)=
c~
detC 8+u
‘
: # 2+p, s
|(+, : ) |&1
from Theorem II.2.9, and the fact that the right hand side is defined for any
+ # i(C Cmin)
0, the inclusion ‘‘$’’ follows from Lemma II.2.11.
‘‘’’: If * # iC Cmin, r , then we find : # 2
+
r and 0{X # g
:
C with
0=(i*, i[X , X]) =8*(X, X).
This shows that 8* is degenerate. In other words lim*  iCCmin, r detC 8*=0.
Similarly we have
lim
*  iCCmin, s
‘
: # 2 +p, s
(*, &: )=0.
Therefore the right hand side of Theorem II.2.9 cannot be extended to a
convex function on a domain strictly containing i(C Cmin)
0. Therefore EG
must be equal to this open convex set. K
Definition II.2.13. For + # t*+i(C Cmin)
0 we set
c‘(G)(+) :=|
‘(G)
aG(‘ )&+&\ d+P+(‘)=
c~
detC 8+u
1
>: # 2+p, s |(+, : ) |
cM (+) :=|
‘(G) Nk
aG(‘nk)&+&\ d+P+(‘) d+Nk(nk)
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cKC(+) :=|
Nk
aG(nk)&+&\k d+Nk(nk)
c‘(L)(+) :=|
‘(L)
aG, l (‘ )&+&\s d+P s+(‘)
and call them the c-functions of ‘(G), M, KC K, and ‘(L), respectively. K
Proposition II.2.14. The integral defining cM (+) exists if and only if
+ # t*+i(C Cmin)
0 satisfies Re +(: )>0 for all : # 2+k . In this case we have
cM (+)=c‘(G)(+) cKC(+).
Proof. (cf. [FHO94, Prop. 6.5]) Recall from Lemma I.2.9 that
aG(‘1‘2)=aG(‘1gG(‘0)) aG(‘0)
for ‘0 # Nk and ‘1 # ‘(G). But gG(‘0) # G & KC =K and the measure +P+ is
K-invariant. Therefore we calculate
cM (+)=|
Nk
|
‘(G)
aG(‘1‘0)&+&\ d+P+(‘1) d+Nk(‘0)
=|
Nk
aG(‘0)&+&\ |
‘(G)
aG(‘1gG(‘0))&+&\ d+P+(‘1) d+Nk(‘0)
=|
Nk
aG(‘0)&+&\ |
‘(G)
aG(gG(‘0)&1‘1gG(‘0))&+&\ d+P+(‘) d+Nk(‘0)
=|
Nk
aG(‘0)&+&\ d+Nk(‘0) |
‘(G)
aG(‘1)&+&\ d+P+(‘1).
This implies the claim since log(aG(‘0)) # [k, k]C & tC and \p | [ k , k ]C & t C =0
and the integral over Nk exists if and only if Re +(: )>0 for all : # 2+k
([He84, Th. 6.13]). K
Our next objective is the determination of the domain EL which describes
the set of all those + for which the spherical function .+ is defined. The
main strategy is to use the previously obtained factorization (Proposition
II.2.5) and the relation between the c-function and the spherical function in
the reductive case.
Theorem II.2.15. EL =i(C Cmin)
0.
Proof. First we note that the spherical functions .~ * defined in
[FHO94] are related to ours by .~ *(s&1)=.*(s) because they are defined
according to the projection a~ G : NAG  A, gan  a by a similar formula.
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On the other hand the c-function c~ 0 of [FHO94] satisfies c~ 0(*)=
c0(&*) (cf. Proof of Theorem II.2.9). Therefore [FHO94, Th. 6.3] and
Theorem II.2.12 imply that +l # EL , l is equivalent to &+l # &i(C Cmin, s)
0,
i.e., +l # i(CCmin, s)
0. This proves ‘‘$’’.
To show the converse we fix a # SA and write .*(a)=L(+a)(\&*). For
*=*u+*l with *l # EL , l=i(C Cmin, s)
0 and *u # i(C Cmin, r)
0 we have the
factorization from Proposition II.2.5 for .*(a). The argument in the proof
of Theorem II.2.12 now shows that this function cannot be extended in *u
beyond i(C Cmin, r)
0. Therefore the claim follows. K
Remark II.2.16. For each regular element al # Al with ns=|2+s | the
spherical function in the reductive case is given, up to a positive constant
factor, by the formula
.l+(al)=
a&\s(w # Wk =(w) a
w .+)
>: # 2s+(1&a
&2:)(&1) |2
+
p, s | >: # 2 s+ +(: )
=
w # Wk =(w) a
w .+
>: # 2s+(a
:&a&:)(&1) |2
+
p, s | >: # 2 s+ +(: )
=
w # Wk =(w) a
w .+l
2ns >: # 2 s+ sinh (:, log a)(&1)
|2 p, s| >: # 2 s+ +(: )
.
Up to a constant factor, this is exactly the formula given in [FHO94,
Th. 9.1] if one takes into account that the spherical function in [FHO94]
are defined by considering the open subset NAG instead of GAN. This
difference is responsible for the appearance of a&1 instead of a.
The explicit formula for .+(a) (Proposition II.2.5) may be written in the
form
.+(a)=cp(+) } ck(+)
# # Wk =(#) a
# .+
>: # 2+ sinh (:, log a)
m:
,
where
cp(+)=
c‘(G)(+)
2nrc~
=
1
2n r(det C 8+ u) >: # 2 +p, s +(&: )
and ck(+)=
1
>: # 2 k+ +(: )
.
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Up to constants cp and ck agree with c‘(G) and cKC whenever Re +(: )>0
for all : # 2+k (cf. Definition II.2.13 and [He84, Cor. IV.6.15]). Moreover
we have
ck(+) :
# # Wk
=(#) a# .+=
# # Wk =(#) a
# .+
>: # 2 k+ +(: )
= :
# # Wk
a# .+
>: # 2 k+ (# .+)(: )
= :
# # Wk
e( log a, # .+)
>: # 2 k+ (# .+, : )
since s; permutes 2+k "[;] for each simple root ; # 2+k so that
‘
: # 2 k
+
(s; .+, : )=& ‘
: # 2 k
+
(+, : ).
Remark II.2.17. Note that [Ne95c, Cor. II.11] shows that if X=log a
is regular, then the above function can be written as a Laplace transform
ck(+) :
# # Wk
=(#) a# .+=L(+O &iX)(i+)=L(+ OX)(+),
where +OX is an invariant measure on the adjoint orbit of X in k. This
shows that the above function is everywhere finite and positive.
Collecting the results of this section we obtain the following explicit
formula.
Theorem II.2.18. For each +=+u++l # t*+i(C Cmin)
0 and each regular
element a # SA we have
.+(a)=
c
detC 8+u(&1)
|2+p, s | >: # 2 s+
+(: )
}
w # Wk =(w) a
w .+
>: # 2+ (sinh (:, log a) )
m:
.
Finally we can also describe the asymptotic behaviour of the spherical
functions.
We note that it can be shown that the constant c1 appearing in the
following theorem is actually equal to 1.
Theorem II.2.19. Let X # ((2+)C)0 and + # t*+(i(C Cmin)
0 & C(2+s )),
where C(2+s ) is the positive Weyl chamber in a* associated to the positive
system 2+s of the root system 2s . Then
lim
t  
.+(exp tX) e(\&+, tX)=2&nrcM (+).
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Proof. Let a(t) :=exp tX and consider the factorization a(t)=au(t)
_al (t) of a(t) into an Au and an Al part. Then we have
a(t)\&+=au(t)\&+ al (t)\&+=a(t)&+u a(t)\r al (t)\s&+. (II.2.4)
Proposition II.2.5 yields the factorization
.+(a(t))=\ 1detC 8+u
a+u
>: # 2 r+ (a(t)
:&a(t)&:)m:+ .l+(al),
whereas Lemma II.2.7 gives
c‘(G)=\ 2
nr
detC 8+u+ c‘(L)(+).
Now [FHO94, Th. 6.8] says that
lim
t  
.l+(al (t)) al (t)
\s&+=c‘(L)(+) cKC(+). (II.2.5)
On the other hand
lim
t  
a(t)\r
>: # 2 r+ (a(t)
:&a(t)&:)m:
=1. (II.2.6)
If we now assemble (II.2.4), (II.2.5) and (II.2.6) and take Proposition
II.2.14 into account, then we obtain
lim
t  
.+(a(t)) a(t)\&+=
1
det C 8+u
c‘(L)(+) cKC(+)=2
&nrcM (+). K
In complete analogy with the semisimple case one can use Proposition
I.5.4 to rewrite our spherical functions as integrals over N & GAN:
Theorem II.2.20. Let + # t*+EL and a # SA . Then we have
.+(a)=a+&\ |
N & GAN
aG(an a&1)+&\ aG(n )&+&\ d+N (n ).
Proof. We apply Proposition I.5.4 to the function gT [ aG(ag)+&\ and
obtain
.+(a)=|
N & GAN
aG(agG(n ))+&\ aG(n )&2\ d+N (n ).
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But using Lemma I.2.9, we find
aG(agG(n ))=aG(an ) aG(n )&1=aaG(an a&1) aG(n )&1
so that
aG(agG(n ))+&\ aG(n )&2\=a+&\aG(an a&1)+&\ aG(n )&+&\. K
We conclude this section with a proposition on the Weyl group
invariance of integral spherical and c-functions.
Proposition II.2.21. Let + # t*+EL .
(i) .w+=.+ for all w # Wk .
(ii) c‘(G) is Wk -invariant.
Proof. (i) Since Wk does not act on +u this is a consequence of
Proposition II.2.5 and [FHO94, Cor. 5.6].
(ii) The invariance of +u under Wk together with Theorem II.2.9
shows that c‘(G) is invariant under Wk . K
II.3. The Spherical Laplace Transform
Definition II.3.1. Let K # V>0 . Then the spherical Laplace transform of
K is the function L(K) : t*+i(C Cmin)
0  C, defined by
L(K)(+)=|
SA
$(a) K (a) .+(a) d+A(a).
Remark II.3.2. If K1 , K2 # V0* and the integral
|
SA
$(a)(K1 > K2)t (a) .+(a) d+A(a)
exists, then it follows from Remark II.2 that this integral is equal to
L(K1)(+) L(K2)(+). In fact, we only have to show that the function
(a, b) [ |
GT
|.+(agb)| d+GT (gT )
is locally integrable. But since
|
GT
|.+(agb)| d+GT (gT )|
GT
.Re +(agb) d+GT ( gT )=.Re +(a) .Re +(b)
and .Re + is continuous, the assertion follows.
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Remark II.3.3. (cf. Example II.2.4) If g is abelian, then \=0, aG(x)=
i Im x, and a=ig. Therefore
L( f )(*)=|
ig
f (x) e(*, x) d+ig(x)
is the usual Laplace transform of the function f.
In the following we define the function AG : x0.AN  A by aG(x0 .an) :=a.
Proposition II.3.4. Let K # V >0 and + # t*+i(C
C
min)
0. Then
L(K)(+)=
|Wk |
c |M K(x, x0) aG(x)
+&\ d+M (x),
where c is the constant determined in Lemma I.5.1(iii).
Proof. We set K0(x)=K(x, x0) and, using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain
L(K)(+)=|
SA
$(a) K0(x0 .a) |
GT
aG(ag&1)+&\ d+GT d+A(a)
=|Wk | |
S A
+
$(a) |
GT
K0(x0 .ag&1) aG(ag&1)+&\ d+GT (gT ) d+A(a)
=
|Wk |
c |M K0(x) aG(x)
+&\ d+ M (x). K
Remark II.3.5. The function
(+, a) [
.u(a)
cM (+)
=
c1 w # Wk =(w) a
w .+
>: # 2+ (sinh (:, log a) )
m:
extends to a function on a*C _SA which is holomorphic in + and analytic
in a (cf. Theorem II.2.18, [FHO94, Cor. 9.3], and Remark II.2.17).
Proposition II.3.6. Let K # V>0 and + # a*C . Then
L(K)(+)
cM (+)
=c1 |
SA
K (a) 2(log a) a+ d+A(a),
where 2(X)=>: # 2+ sinh (:, X) m:=$(exp X)12 and c1 some positive
constant.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the explicit formula for
.+(a) given in Theorem II.2.18. K
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Proposition II.3.7. Let K # V >0 and + # a*C . Then there exists an R>0
depending only on the support of K such that for each N # N there exists a
constant CN with
}L(K)(+)cM (+) }Cn(1+&+&)&N eR &Re +&.
Proof. This follows from the formula given in Proposition II.3.6 using
classical estimates (cf. [Ho 90, Thm. 7.31]). K
Definition II.3.8. Let f : M  C be G-invariant. Then
Af (a)=a\ |
N
f (x0.an) d+N(n)
is called the Abel transform of f whenever the integral exists.
Remark II.3.9. The integral defining the Abel transform exists when-
ever f is continuous and its restriction to SA has compact support. In fact,
this is a consequence of the fact that the map aG : S & AN  A is proper (cf.
[HiNe94b, Lemma 4.2]).
Lemma II.3.10. Let K # V>0 and extend K0 by zero outside M"M
+.
Assume that n [ f (x0 .na) is integrable for almost all a # A. Let
E :=conv(log(supp K ))iC 0max .
Then
log(supp A(K0))E+iCmin iC 0max .
Proof. (cf. [FHO94, Lemma 8.4]). Theorem II.8 in [Ne95d] says that
aG(aG)conv(Wk . log a)+iCmin
for all a # SA . If a # A is such that A(K0)(a){0, then one can find n # N,
g # G and b # supp K such that x0 .an=x0 .bg and K (b)=K0(x0 .bg){0.
Thus a=aG(bg) and hence
log a # conv(Wk . log b)+iCmin conv(log(supp K ))+iCmin E+iCmin . K
Proposition II.3.11. Let K # V >0 and + # t*+i(C
C
min)
0. Then
L(K)(+)=
|Wk |
c |iC max e
(+, X)A(K0)(exp X) d+ a (X).
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Proof. Using Lemma I.5.1(ii) and Proposition II.3.4, we calculate
c
|Wk |
L(K)(+)=|
M
K0(x) aG(x)+&\ d+M (x)
=|
A
a2\ |
N
K0(x0 .an) aG(an)+&\ d+N(n) d+A(a)
=|
A
a2\a+&\ |
N
K0(x0 .an) d+N(n) d+A(a)
=|
A
A(K0)(a) a+ d+A(a)
=|
iCmax
e(+, X) A(K0)(exp X) d+a (X). K
II.4. Inversion Formulas
In this section we give an explicit inversion formula for the spherical
Laplace transform. With the results of the previous sections we can simply
follow the proof for the inversion formula in the simple case given in
[FHO94].
In the following theorem we will use the meromorphic extension of cM
on the complex vector space a*C .
Theorem II.4.1. Let K # V >0 . Then we have
K (a)=|
a*
L(K)(i+) .&i+(a)
d+a*(+)
cM (i+) cM (&i+)
with respect to a suitable normalization of the Haar measure +a* on a*.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the one for [FHO94,
Th. 9.5] and so we restrict ourselves to the formal calculations involving
the Fourier transform Fa on a:
L(K)(+)
cM (+)
=c2Fa ((K b exp ) 2)(i+)
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Fourier inversion yields
c2((K b exp) 2)(X)=c3|
a*
1
CM (&i+)
L(K)(&i+) e(i+, X) d+a*(+)
=c4 :
w # Wk
|
a*
L(K)(&iw .+)
e(iw .+, X)
cM (&iw .+)
d+ a*(+)
=c4 :
w # Wk
|
a*
L(K)(&i+)
e(iw .+, X)
=(w) cM (&i+)
d+ a*(+)
=c22(X) |
a*
L(K)(&i+) \cM (i+)
_ :
w # Wk
=(w) e(iw .+, X)
2(X) +
d+a*(+)
cM (i+) cM (&i+)
=c52(X) |
a*
L(K)(&i+) .i+(exp X)
d+ a*(+)
cM (i+) cM (&i+)
.
Here the last equality is a consequence of Theorem II.2.18. Finally we
choose a normalization of +a* such that c5=1. K
Finally we give also an inversion formula for the Abel transform: Recall
that cM (+)&1 is a polynomial in +. We view it as a differential operator on
a and A denoted by DM . The following theorem is our version of [FHO94,
Th. 9.6] and its proof is an easy adaptation of the proof of that theorem.
Theorem II.4.2. Let K # V >0 . Then we have 2(X) K (exp X)=
DM A(K )(exp X).
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